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ABSTRACT: State-to-state differential cross sections for
rotationally inelastic collisions of vibrationally excited NO
with Ar have been measured in a near-copropagating crossed
beam experiment at collision energies of 530 and 30 cm−1.
Stimulated emission pumping (SEP) to prepare NO in
specific rovibrational levels is coupled with direct-current slice
velocity map imaging to obtain a direct measurement of the
differential cross sections. The use of nearly copropagating
beams to achieve low NO−Ar collision energies and broad
collision energy tuning capability are also demonstrated. The
experimental differential cross sections (DCSs) for NO in v =
10 in specific rotational and parity states are compared with
the corresponding DCSs predicted for NO in v = 0 obtained
from quantum mechanical close coupling calculations to highlight the differences between the NO(v = 10)−Ar and NO(v =
0)−Ar interaction potentials.

Powerful techniques have emerged in recent years enabling
the study of chemical dynamics in the cold and ultracold

regime.1−8 Under these conditions, quantum phenomena such
as scattering resonances dominate, and new opportunities for
quantum-controlled reactions and stereodynamics arise.
Although there are some favorable instances where one can
observe resonances at high energies, in general the pure
quantum nature of a reaction becomes easily discernible only at
low temperatures/energies where few partial waves contribute
to the collision.9 Recently, there have been many experimental
advances to achieve conditions suitable for detecting these
quantum effects in collision. Experimental observation of such
effects was first reported by Ye and co-workers for reaction of
alkali dimers with alkali atoms.2 This involved quantum state
preparation of the diatomics in their absolute ground state using
Feshbach resonances, and reacting with the alkali atoms in a
trap. Instead of precooling the reactants to ultracold (<1 mK)
temperatures, one can limit the number of contributing partial
waves by reducing the relative kinetic energy of a scattering
experiment with molecular beams.4−7,10−13 The relative kinetic
energy (collision energy) between two colliding species in the
center-of-mass frame for such an experiment is given by
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where μ is the reduced mass, v1 and v2 are the velocities of the
two beams, and θ is the beam intersection angle. Thus, to lower

the collision energy and control it one must either slow the
beams, as is done currently using Stark14 or Zeeman
decelerators, or employ matching velocities and a low
intersection angle of the two beams. Stark decelerators have
been used to great effect by van der Meerakker and co-workers
to reveal resonances in scattering of NO with a number of
targets.15−17 Very precise control over the collision energy is
achieved, and the key to low collision energy in those
experiments is a low mass target.
The alternative approach, minimizing the intersection angle

of the beams, has been beautifully demonstrated in a series of
experiments by Narevicius and independently by Osterwalder
using merged beams to study cold Penning ionization
reactions.4,6,7,11,12 Merged beams, in which the intersection
angle vanishes, have been widely used for ion molecule
reactions in the 80s and 90s and more recently by Merkt and
co-workers; they have only been developed for neutral beams
recently by utilizing Zeeman or Stark guides.5,13,18−20 As one of
the beams has to be curved by a Zeeman guide or a Stark guide,
that reactant has to be either paramagnetic or polar in such
experiments. Another way to achieve a vanishing intersection
angle and near coincident beam velocities is to perform the
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scattering in a single beam. We recently reported collisions of
Xe Rydberg states using intrabeam scattering21 with a novel
dual slit chopper to permit fine-tuning of the collision energy
and better energy resolution. Perreault et al. have also pursued
an intrabeam scattering strategy and observed quantum
controlled rotationally inelastic collisions between HD (v =
1) and D2 near 1 K.22

Although the relative velocity can approach zero for
intrabeam scattering, it can also be made very small for small
intersection angles of the two beams. Bergeat et al. have
effectively demonstrated this by employing a crossed beam
apparatus, which can be adjusted to have an intersection angle
as low as 12.5°.23−25 They reached collision energies as low as
3.85 cm−1 for reactions with H2, which results in a favorable
reduced mass of the collision complex. In their experiments
they employed time-of-flight detection to observe resonances in
the integral cross section by tuning the collision energy. In the
present study we report the modification of our intrabeam
scattering apparatus to employ nearly copropagating molecular
beams coupled with direct current (DC) slice imaging
detection.21 We combine this with stimulated emission
pumping to prepare single quantum states of highly vibration-
ally excited NO. We obtain DCSs for rotationally inelastic
scattering studies at widely tunable collision energies and
achieve very low but well-defined relative velocities. A further
advantage of near-copropagating beams is that the lab velocities
are similar for all regions, so there is negligible velocity−flux
distortion.
Rotationally inelastic collisions of open-shell NO with rare

gases have been studied extensively as benchmarks for both
experiment and theory. Laboratory preparation of NO in single
quantum states is difficult but crucial for comparison to theory
at the highest level of rigor, and to reveal resonances,
stereodynamics and subtle quantum effects. Up to now, two
well-established methods, electrostatic hexapole focusing26−29

and Stark deceleration,15−17 have been applied to prepare NO
in one rovibrational level (v = 0, j) by taking advantage of its
Stark effect. With single quantum state preparation, state-to-
state differential cross sections have been resolved permitting
observation of many interesting quantum-mechanical effects,
such as interferences, diffraction oscillations, and resonan-
ces.15,16,30,31 However, that work has focused on the inelastic
collisions of the vibrational ground level of NO. The main goal
of the present study is to prepare highly vibrationally excited
NO molecules in single quantum states and obtain the state-to-
state DCSs for collisions at broadly tunable collision energies.
Few studies of differential cross sections for inelastic

collisions of vibrationally excited NO have been reported.
The Houston group first measured DCSs of inelastic collision
of Ar with NO at v = 5 by preparing it from a photoinitiated
reaction between O(1D) and N2O.

32 Very recently, our group
prepared NO at v = 1 via flash heating followed by supersonic
expansion (rotational temperature ≈ 20 K) and imaged the
DCSs for inelastic scattering with Ar.33 These methods can only
prepare NO with a broad range of initial quantum states,
precluding detailed comparison to theory. Twenty years ago,
Wodtke and co-workers employed the stimulated emission
pumping (SEP) technique to prepare NO in highly excited
vibrational states to study rovibrational relaxation rates and
surface scattering dynamics.34−37 In 1997, they reported parity-
resolved state-to-state integral cross sections for inelastic
scattering of NO X2Π1/2 (v = 20, j = 0.5, e/f) from He with a
similar preparation method.38 Although SEP is a very powerful
tool to prepare molecules in single quantum states at high
vibrational excitation,39 it has not been combined with velocity
map imaging for scattering studies to-date. We show here that
this is a compelling marriage of two techniques. In this Letter,
we apply SEP to prepare NO in the vibrational excited state NO
X2Π1/2 (v = 10, j = 0.5, +e) and measure its DCS for inelastic

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup with the dual stacked piezo valve (inset).
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collision with Ar in a nearly copropagating crossed beam
apparatus.
The experiments were performed in our intrabeam scattering

apparatus21 following some modifications (Figure 1). The key
addition to the machine is the novel home-built dual valve
consisting of two stacked piezo actuators. These actuators are
parallel to each other and reside in the same valve body; only
the gas inlets and the reservoirs are separated. The operating
principle of the dual valve is identical to our stacked piezo
valve.40 The first chamber is now separated by a differential wall
to reduce the background in the interaction region. The two
molecular beams in this instance are introduced to the same
source chamber, which further distinguishes this method from
conventional crossed beam machines. While the primary beam
and center skimmer are on the central axis of the chamber, the
second skimmer is positioned to achieve a 4° intersection angle
at the interaction region located 32 cm downstream. The low
intersection angle permits control of the collision energy from
near the cold limit (<1 K) to a broad range of energies well
above room temperature as demonstrated in this Letter. The
beams intersect at the middle of the repeller and the extractor
lenses of the DC slice velocity map imaging setup,41,42 and the
ionized products are extracted perpendicular to the beam plane
and detected via a microchannel plate (MCP) detector coupled
to a P47 phosphor screen placed 80 cm from the interaction
region.
A second key aspect of this experiment is the preparation of

vibrationally excited NO in a single quantum state. This is
achieved by means of stimulated emission pumping (SEP) in
which we excite the NO molecules to a single rotational level in
v = 10. The preparation scheme that we use in this experiment
is shown in Figure 2. Both pump and dump laser beams are
generated from dye lasers pumped by the same Nd:YAG laser,
and they are spatially and temporarily overlapped. These beams
cross the center molecular beam, which contains the ground
state NO 10 mm upstream from the interaction region.
The advantage of SEP over other preparation methods is the

ability to prepare a range of different rovibrational and parity

levels. Widely used hexapole focusing and Stark decelerators
can only prepare NO in the low-field-seeking state of the lowest
rotational level (j = 0.5 Ω = 0.5, −f) where the Stark effect is
most pronounced. In the present study we have prepared NO in
v = 10, j = 0.5,Ω = 0.5, +e as shown in Figure 2. To illustrate the
versatility of our machine we carried out the experiment at two
different collision energies, one high collision energy of 530
cm−1 and one relatively low collision energy of 30 cm−1. To our
knowledge, 30 cm−1 is the lowest recorded collision energy for
inelastic collisions between NO-Ar. We have also attained much
lower collision energies where many interesting quantum-
mechanical effects are expected; this will be described in future
publications.
For the high collision energy experiment, 15% NO seeded in

He was introduced through the center valve to the chamber.
The backing pressure was maintained at 4.25 bar, and the valve
was operated at 10 Hz with a 25 μs pulse width. Neat Ar was
introduced to the chamber through the side valve, which was
operated at 15 μs pulse width with 8.5 bar backing pressure.
The scattered products were state-selectively detected using a
(1 + 1′) resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI)
scheme with two copropagating tunable dye lasers perpendic-
ular to the center beam direction as shown in Figure 1. The first
laser was tuned to probe v = 10, j″ = 9.5, Ω = 0.5, +f and −e
(hereafter referred as 9.5e and 9.5f) via the v′ = 4 vibrational
level of the A state. The ionization laser was tuned just above
the ionization threshold to prevent recoil from the electron to
the NO+ ion. The resulting scattering image and its DCS is
shown in Figure 3. At the probe region, the NO (v = 10) beam
has a speed ratio of 45 and the Ar beam has a speed ratio of 33.
Analysis of the image itself indicated a collision energy spread of
∼20% fwhm. The Newton diagram for the scattering image can
be found in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information.
DCSs yield direct insight into the underlying NO−Ar

interactions, thus providing a means to benchmark the accuracy
of calculated ab initio PESs, which can be challenging to
determine at extended N−O bond lengths as single reference
methods begin to fail. Since there are no quantum mechanical

Figure 2. Preparation scheme used to produce NO X2Π1/2 (v = 10, j = 0.5, +e). The solid lines correspond to laser transitions and the curly lines
depict spontaneous emission. The inset shows the probe and ionization transitions.
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scattering calculations for NO(v = 10)−Ar and an NO−Ar
interaction potential that depends on the NO bond length is
not yet available, we compare our data with the DCSs predicted
by quantum mechanical close-coupling calculations for ground
state NO(v = 0)−Ar. In these calculations, we used a NO−Ar
distance grid ranging from 4.5 to 60 bohr on which we
propagate the scattering wave function with the renormalized
Numerov propagator. The calculations employ the NO−Ar
PESs calculated by Cybulski and Fernandez.43 The channel
basis included the rotational levels of NO up to jNO = 13.5 and
partial waves up to a total angular momentum J = 200.5.
The comparison between the DCSs calculated for NO(v =

0)−Ar and the DCSs measured for NO(v = 10)−Ar is shown in
Figure 3. Clearly, the two main features of the parity-conserving
9.5f level shift to lower scattering angles when the NO is
prepared in v = 10 rather than being in the ground state. In
addition, the relative intensity of these two main peaks is
dramatically altered from the predictions for v = 0 to the
experiments with v = 10. In addition, a third broad peak is
visible around 135° in the v = 10 DCS, which is absent for v = 0.
The scattered products were also detected in the 9.5e level to
demonstrate the parity dependence of the DCS. The parity
conserving (Δj = odd, e → f) DCS has multiple peaks, whereas
the parity changing (Δj = odd, e → e) DCS only has a single
main peak. If the initial preparation of NO populated more than
one state, the oscillatory structure in the parity conserving DCS
would not be resolved, which further demonstrates that the SEP
scheme prepares NO in a single rovibrational level.
The sensitivity of the state-to-state DCS to the product parity

was first experimentally observed by Brouard and co-workers
for the NO−Ar system.31,44 They invoked a four-path hard-
sphere scattering model of McCurdy and Miller45 and
concluded that the parity-conserving DCS is sensitive to both
the heteronuclear and homonuclear terms in the interaction
potential, while the parity-changing collision is sensitive only to
the heteronuclear terms. Because the homonuclear terms

dominate for the NO molecule, collision at two different NO
orientation angles interfere to give the oscillations in the DCS.
However, the parity-changing DCS is sensitive only to the
interferences arising from the different paths involving collision
at the two different ends of the molecule. However, as NO is a
near-homonuclear molecule, the phase shifts associated with
these trajectories are slowly varying and do not give rise to
structures in the DCS. The most-forward peak in the parity-
conserving DCS corresponds to the classical rainbow angle at
which the two approach configurations responsible for
interference merge into one. As the interaction potential
changes from v = 0 to v = 10 the peak position or the rainbow
angle differs only slightly for the parity-conserving case, as can
be seen by comparing the experimental DCS with the theory. A
classical 2D hard ellipse model gives the relation between the
rainbow scattering angle and the difference in the major and
minor semiaxes of the ellipse:46

j
k A B
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2 2 ( )
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jjj

y
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zzz
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where A is the major axis and B is the minor axis of the ellipsoid
and k is the collision wavevector with length given by

E2 /collμ ℏ. As NO is a heteronuclear molecule it has two
major axes for the N or O end, designated AN and AO,
respectively, which give rise to two rotational rainbow angles.
To understand the impact of vibrational excitation on the
scattering dynamics, we have mapped out full-dimensional
potential energy surfaces (PESs) using a Davidson corrected
multireference configuration interaction method with a large
basis set. Comparing the v = 0 and v = 10 interaction potential
at the average N−O distance for each level we find only a
modest difference. However, the root mean squared (rms)
spread of the N−O distance is 20 times larger for v = 10
(0.0987 bohr) compared to v = 0 (0.0043 bohr). Cuts through
these PESs are shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting

Figure 3. (left) DC slice images of inelastic scattering of NO X2Π1/2 (v = 10, j = 0.5, +e) with Ar resulting in NO X2Π1/2 (v = 10, j = 9.5, +f and −e).
(right) Experimental DCSs (black line) and predicted DCSs for v = 0 from QM calculations (red line).
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Information. For v = 0 the rotational rainbow angles for the 9.5f
final level are predicted to appear at θ = 37° for the N end and θ
= 61° for the O end, while for v = 10 these are predicted to
appear at θ = 31° and θ = 44°. This modest difference is
consistent with the negligible change observed for the forward
peak in the parity-conserving case. The additional peaks in the
parity-conserving case are purely quantum in origin; these
interferences are more sensitive to the subtle differences in the
PES as dramatically illustrated in comparing the experimental v
= 10 DCS to the predicted v = 0 DCS for 9.5f. By contrast, the
forward scattered peak in the parity-changing case is sensitive to
phase differences for scattering from the two ends of the
molecule. Here, comparing v = 0 theory with v = 10 experiment,
we see a small but significant shift to more forward direction,
reflecting the change in the odd moments in the potential for v
= 10. Further details await quantum scattering calculations for v
= 10 on the new PESs.
The power of the technique we present here is that we have

access to very low relative velocities as illustrated in Figure 4.
The Newton diagram for this scattering event is also given in
Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. The low collision
energy experiment was performed by changing the composition
of the prepared NO mixture to 15% NO, 42.5% He, and 42.5%
Ar. The collision energy in this instance was reduced to 30 cm−1

despite the significant reduced mass of the NO−Ar system. Due
to the limited rotational excitation possible, we detected
scattered products in the v = 10, j″ = 1.5, Ω = 0.5, −f state. The
resulting state-to-state scattering image and its DCS is
presented in Figure 4. In both high energy and low energy
images a beam spot background is visible, which is attributed to
the collisions between the prepared NO at v = 10 and
background He in the chamber. Neglecting the scattered
products over 30°, we observe enhanced scattering between 30°
and 90° and a direct backscattered peak that is also seen in the v
= 0 DCS. This collision energy is a sizable fraction of the ∼100
cm−1 well depth of the Ar−NO interaction potential, and the
scattering is no longer dominated by the repulsive core of the
potential. Here L-type rainbows and resonances will likely play
a significant role. Again, quantum scattering calculations will be
needed to reveal these effects clearly.
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